J. DENNIS CRADIT, ARMEN TASHCHIAN, and CHARLES F. HOFACKER* Most marketing applications of signal detection theory (SDT) produce an estimate of the respondent's memory accuracy based on exposure to a number of advertisements. Marketing practitioners, however, are usually more interested in the performance of an individual advertisement, or elements of that ad. Moreover, advertising recognition paradigms are typically limited to single observations per respondent. The authors present and compare two alternative methodologies that estimate SDT parameters for such designs by pooling recognition performance across respondents. They present two simulations that explore the most efficient methodology and suggest guidelines for selecting appropriate accuracy indices.
Signal Detection Theory and Single Observation
Designs: Methods and Indices for Advertising
Recognition Testing
In one of the earliest examples of a memory-recognition measure of ad effectiveness, Lucas (1942) showed consumers an advertisement to which they had been exposed previously and asked if they could remember having seen the ad when they read an issue of the magazine in which the ad originally appeared. He then averaged these consumer responses to produce an estimate of the percentage of the sample reporting recognition of the ad; producing, in effect, a percentage-readership score. The underlying assumption of Lucas' (1942) procedure, as well as of more recent measures of recognition (Bagozzi and Silk 1983; Singh and Rothschild 1983) , is that an assessment of the advertisement's "familiarity" or "memorability" constitutes an indication of the ad's relative effectiveness.
The strength of a particular recognition methodology is evidenced by its ability to adjust for the presence of respondent bias. Test participants inflate memory performance by reporting recognition of advertisements that they, in fact, have never seen. Appel and Blum (1961) included distractor-advertisement trials in a recognition *J. Dennis Cradit (formerly J. Dennis White) and Charles F. test (i.e., advertisements constructed solely for purposes of testing and that respondents ipso facto cannot remember), and found that a significant percentage of respondents report recognition of these fictitious ads. In fact, an advertisement's percentage-readership score is composed of a true-recognition component reflecting overall memorability of the advertisement across the consumer sample, and a bias component that inflates or deflates the score, depending on the number and severity of yeasayers and naysayers in the sample (Wells 1961) . The challenge for advertising research is to develop a method that will separate these two components. Typical approaches to this problem use a mixture of distractor (fictitious) and target (real) advertisement trials to produce estimates of hit rates (correct detection of target advertisements) and false-alarm rates (incorrect recognition of distractor ads), which in turn can be used as inputs for the computation of indices that attempt to produce some measure of actual memorability, corrected for yeasaying and naysaying response biases (Singh and Churchill 1987; Swets and Pickett 1982) .
Recently, a number of papers in marketing and advertising suggest the use of an elegant mathematical model known as signal detection theory (SDT) to improve ad recognition testing. SDT is used to analyze experimentally produced hit and false-alarm rates within a decision-theoretic framework to produce a consistent and re-accuracy, and a separate estimate of the respondent's tendency to over-or under-report recognition of the target stimulus (their "decisional criterion," in SDT terminology) (Banks 1970; Green and Swets 1966; Swets and Pickett 1982) . SDT assumes that with the presentation of each ad in a recognition test, the respondent experiences some subjective sense of familiarity (denoted as a real-valued number, X) and uses this feeling of familiarity as evidence to determine if the test ad is a target or a distractor. Target ads and distractor ads generate overlapping distributions of evidence with the mean of the target ad distribution logically higher on the familiarity continuum than the mean of the distractor ad distribution. This reflects the fact that though the majority of target ads will result in feelings of familiarity stronger than those elicited by the majority of distractor To date, two alternative aggregation approaches have been proposed to solve the problem of single observations per subject. Singh and Churchill (1986, 1987) suggest that respondents' recognition abilities, derived by observing their performance across a range of ads (one of which is the target ad of interest), be corrected for each respondent's level of bias (based on SDT-supplied indices). The average of these adjustments then can be computed across the sample and subtracted from the sample's hit rate, producing what is, in effect, a "biasadjusted" version of Lucas' (1942) percentage-readership score. In contrast, Macmillan and Kaplan (1985) suggest a procedure that, when applied to ad testing, involves collapsing recognition performance for one particular ad across all respondents within a sample to produce a group estimate of memory accuracy for that particular ad. Though Singh and Churchill (1986) have provided preliminary reports of reliability for their procedure, little is known about its level of statistical bias or efficiency. Also, though the collapsed-index procedure has been suggested and discussed in marketing (Leigh and Menon 1986) , no applications to single-observation designs or tests of its validity have yet been reported.
The single-observation design poses a related issue that must be addressed in transferring SDT to ad testing: that of the particular choice of accuracy estimate. Within the psychological literature, a number of sensitivity indices have been proposed for detection tasks, ranging from parametric measures based on Gaussian and logistic distributions to several nonparametric indices (Swets 1986a) . When single-observation designs prompt the use of collapsing procedures, the selection of the index becomes particularly important because such a collapsing procedure requires the researchers to presume constant decision rules and constant sensory decision axes across all subjects in the sample (Macmillan and Kaplan 1985) .
Researchers might be hesitant, therefore, to assume the existence of normal distributions and response-criteria homogeneity. To date, most papers in marketing focus on the use of nonparametric indices, implicitly assuming the superiority of these over Gaussian-based measures. We review recent evidence (Swets 1986a (Swets , 1986b ) that disputes this assumption and discuss implications of this evidence for choosing appropriate indices for a collapsed index of memory accuracy.
Our objective is therefore twofold. First, we test the relative performance of Singh and Churchill's (1986) adjustment procedure against Macmillan and Kaplan's (1985) collapsing procedure. We present each methodology, describing the specific data-collection assumptions, and then test the relative validity of each approach in a simulation that assumes a wide range of true ad familiarity and decisional bias. Second, we evaluate the performance of nonparametric indices within a collapsing procedure, comparing them with more traditional measures based on Gaussian distributions. The results present a useful review of the relative advantages and limitations of the various indices for the assessment of memory for ads based on single observations per subject.
TWO ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO SINGLE-OBSERVATION DESIGNS
In examining SDT procedures, one must observe the distinction between the method by which the hits and false alarms are collected and the particular computational formulas applied to those data. SDT data can be collected under several alternative procedures (see Tashchian, White, and Pak 1988 for a review) and analyzed by a number of alternative measures of memory accuracy. Though certain data collection methods presume a particular accuracy estimate, in most cases the researcher has a choice. Though both the Singh and Churchill (1986) and Macmillan and Kaplan (1985) approaches rely on standard SDT data collection procedures and computational formulas, each differs in the manner in which the data are aggregated and the sequence of analyses. In particular, the Singh and Churchill approach relies on a nonstandard application of a traditional measure of memory accuracy.
The Bias-Adjustment Approach Singh and Churchill's (1986, 1987) bias-adjustment approach is a variation of the traditional corrected hit probability formula (Green and Swets 1966) , which attempts to adjust the raw hit rate by use of some measure of response bias. In the most typical case, a subject's false-alarm rate is subtracted from the hit rate
where h refers to the subject's hit rate andf is the falsealarm rate. This procedure uses the raw hit rate as the measure of memory performance, but adjusts it for response bias reflected in the subject's tendency toward false alarms. A common variation on equation 1 attempts to normalize the corrected values:
(2)
(1 -f) Equations 1 and 2 both represent relatively intuitive corrections for guessing and have been employed in a number of psychological studies of recognition memory (e.g., Fisk and Schneider 1984) .
Singh and Churchill's approach relies on the corrected hit probability concept, though they employ a correction factor that is more complicated than the simple fa alarm rate. They suggest respondents be provided w a portfolio of real ads (one of which is the target a interest) and distractor ads. Though the response to target ad is of primary interest, responses to the rem ing ads in the portfolio are used to produce h andf, ne essary for computation of the SDT measure of each spondent's decisional criterion. The process through w this measure is produced starts with the computation
where xij is a dummy variable coded 1 if subject i re recognition of advertisement j and 0 otherwise, N is number of respondents, and Bi is a measure of respo bias for individual i modified from Hodos (1970 , also Grier 1971 ),
Here, fi is the false-alarm rate and hi is the hit rate for subject i. Note that though Bi is based on an individual's response to all ads within a test portfolio, it is used t compute an average adjustment index per ad, Bj.
This adjustment then is subtracted from the group hit rate for the target ad (5) H" = hi -Bj, where hj is the group hit rate for ad j and H'c is the final corrected hit probability.
Though equation 5 is similar in form to equations 1 and 2, it employs a correction factor drawn from a Gaussian model of signal detection, and, as such, requires assumptions unusual for a traditional corrected hit probability. As we discuss subsequently, it also is important to note that corrected hit probability formulas generally imply the existence of high-threshold models of memory and cognition that, in turn, predict theoretical ROCs that are "non-regular" in form and almost always at odds with empirical ROCs collected from actual recognition data (Swets 1986a (Swets , 1986b .1 However, because of the nature 'Every sensitivity index implies a particular theoretical or predicted ROC, which is derived by solving the index formula for h and then plotting hits as a function of false alarms for each level of the index. A regular ROC is defined as one that obeys the following: f = 0 only when h = 0 and h = 1 only when f = 1. In other words, the curve is interior to the unit-square ROC except at the extremes (f = 1 and h = 1, orf = 0 and h = 0). In contrast, non-regular ROCs permit points having h > 0 forf = 0 or h = 1 forf < 1. Empirical evidence collected across a wide variety of tasks and designs consistently produce regular ROCs (see Swets 1986a for a discussion). Therefore, a critical test of the validity of a potential index is the degree to which it predicts a regular ROC. of Singh and Churchill's correction factor, it is not immediately apparent what model is implied by equation 5 or what the nature of the form of its theoretical ROC is.
The Appendix shows that the theoretical ROC implied by equation 5 is difficult to predict. Because of this, the efficiency and bias of equation 5 will be evaluated through simulation.
A Collapsed-Index Procedure As mentioned previously, SDT models require a relatively large number of trials per subject to ensure stable estimators. As Macmillan and Kaplan (1985) note, however, researchers frequently confront the need to apply SDT models to designs that produce few responses per subject. One obvious solution is to increase the number of usable observations by combining data across subjects. In such a situation, one can compute indices for each member of the group, despite the insufficient number of observations, and then average these across the sample (a process Macmillan and Kaplan call "averaging"), or one can derive aggregate hits and false alarms across the sample and then compute the index on these group proportions (a process they call "collapsing").
Macmillan and Kaplan's comparison of averaging and collapsing procedures reveals that if subjects differ in bias but not accuracy, the d' computed from group proportions will generally be lower than the average of the individual d's. This loss in true d' is significant only if the range in bias scores from the sample is in excess of 1.5 standard deviations. In addition, if subjects differ in accuracy but not in bias, the resulting d' based on collapsed data will generally be lower than the average d' of the separate individuals. Again, the decrement is severe only if the original d's differ by 1.5 or greater. Finally, values of d' computed from collapsed-group proportions are always less variable than the average of the individual d's. Moreover, this variability decreases as the discrepancy between the subjects increases. Macmillan and Kaplan's conclusion is that the computation of a collapsed d' from averaged proportions produces reliable, relatively unbiased estimates of accuracy.
Collapsing procedures for ad testing. Collapsing procedures thus far reported in the literature assume that, at a minimum, a sufficient number of observations are available to at least provide an h andf for each subject. In other words, they assume multiple observations per subject, though far fewer than would generally be considered appropriate. Data collection in ad testing situations, however, typically produces only a single observation per subject. In such a setting, there are insufficient data to compute basic proportions for each individual. The use of a collapsing procedure for single-observation designs therefore will require a modified format.
Responses to the target ad would need to be combined with responses to selected distractor ads to provide the necessary hits and false-alarm rates. A procedure to accomplish this might involve a standard SDT confidencerating technique (Banks 1970; Swets and Pickett 1982) in which respondents are shown an ad and asked to report their "confidence" in their memory for that ad along a k-point scale, in which the anchors are "Certain I did not see it" to "Certain I did see it."2 A traditional SDT analysis of each respondent's recognition data would produce an estimate of that respondent's memory sensitivity ability aggregated across the portfolio of target ads. To estimate the familiarity of a particular target ad, we simply pool the recognition data for the target ad and the distractor ads across all respondents in the sample.
For example, in a portfolio containing ten target ads and ten distractor ads, each respondent contributes 11 responses to the analysis of any particular target-his or her confidence rating for the target ad of interest and confidence ratings for each of the ten distractor ads. In effect, subject responses correspond to trials within the more traditional SDT analysis. These raw responses are then decomposed into k -1 hit and false-alarm pairs, which become k -1 ROC points according to standard Here, Zh is the z-score associated with the hit rate for ad j, and Zf is the z-score associated with the overall false-alarm rate. In the multiple-pair case, d' is estimated through an iterative estimation technique such as maximum likelihood (Dorfman and Alf 1969) . In either setting, this statistic is based on the assumption of normal distributions of signal and noise with equal variance.
Reluctance to make such assumptions has led several researchers to suggest nonparametric indices, the most 2Normally, these k response categories are used to compute (k -1) points on an ROC in the following manner: Assume that those responses to stimulus ads falling in the highest confidence category result from the respondent's strictest decision criterion. This is comparable to a yes/no task in which the respondent is induced to adopt a very conservative decision criterion. The responses in this highest confidence category are counted as "Yeses," and the responses in the remaining confidence categories are all counted as "Nos," and a hit/ false-alarm pair is constructed representing the strictest decision criterion. Similarly, assume that those responses falling in the next highest confidence category result from the respondent setting a slightly less stringent decision criterion. Now, the responses in both the first and second highest confidence categories are counted as "Yeses," the responses in the remaining k -2 categories are counted as "Nos," and a second hit/false-alarm pair is constructed representing the second strictest decision criterion. This process is repeated, cumulatively, across all k categories of the response scale, resulting in (k -1) 2 x 2 conditional-probability matrices, and hence, k -1 ROC points. Details and rationale for this procedure are available from several sources (Banks 1970; McNicol 1972; Tashchian, White, and Pak 1988) . popular of which in marketing is A', which estimates the area under the ROC with only a single pair of hit and false-alarm rates:
Here, hj is the aggregate hit rate for ad j, or ad component j, andf is the overall false-alarm rate for the study.
This measure runs from 0 to 1 and, as is well known, can be interpreted as percentage correct in a two-alternative forced-choice methodology (see Green and Swets 1966) . Swets (1986a Swets ( , 1986b reports extensive evidence that consistently shows that empirical ROCs are fitted well on a binormal graph by straight lines of varying slope. In other words, empirical ROCs are regular in shape and require a free slope parameter to adequately fit the data.
Because d' implies binormal ROCs that are linear with a fixed slope = 1.0, it would seem to be a poor choice for a suitable index (Swets 1986a) .
As a result, Swets argues that the most appropriate index is A&, the area under an ROC (on ordinary probability scales) that is consistent with empirical ROCs (Swets 1986b) . Though estimated iteratively (Dorfman and Alf 1969) in the multiple hit and false-alarm case, when there is a single h and f pair, the index can be defined simply as
where $4 is the normal distribution. Az does not assume normal distributions, but any form of distribution that can be monotonically transformed to the normal (Swets 1986a) . In contrast to A', which is susceptible to poor placement of the single h and f pair along the ROC, Az can be calculated by fitting a straight line to multiple data points (plotted on a binormal graph) and is the more efficient, robust measure.
Summary
Researchers faced with single observation designs have two general methodologies available for computing SDT measures of memory sensitivity: a bias-adjustment approach producing H' and a collapsing procedure that produces Az or A'. The immediate issue is how to evaluate the two approaches. We can compare Az and A' by examining the underlying models of memory and cognition that each implies. As mentioned previously, this is accomplished by determining the theoretical form of the ROC predicted by each particular index and then comparing this with empirical ROCs produced from research. Past work using Az shows that its theoretical and empirical ROCs do indeed coincide (Swets 1986a ). Collapsing procedures utilizing Az therefore would seem to possess face validity. In contrast, Macmillan and Kaplan (1985) show that the ROC implied by A' cannot be represented by a straight line when plotted on a binormal graph, a condition obviously at odds with empirical re-search. Use of this statistic with collapsing procedures should be approached with caution, though as we discuss subsequently, the computational simplicity of A' nevertheless could lead us to overlook this theoretical deficiency.
As discussed previously, the theoretical predictions of Hc are more ambiguous. The traditional formulas presented in equations 1 and 2 imply various forms of a threshold model of memory recognition, at odds with empirical research (Swets 1986a) . Because H' is a complicated variation on the traditional formula, it also should predict theoretical ROCs at odds with empirical research. However, the bias-adjustment approach described by Singh and Churchill (1986) combines grouplevel hit rates with individual-level measures of bias. As such, it is difficult to determine a theoretical ROC from such an equation without several additional assumptions (e.g., the specific distributions of hits and false alarms across subjects, the sample size, the number of ads, and hit rates for other ads; see Appendix for a discussion). The result is that a direct comparison between H' and the collapsed measures will require a simulation of their respective behavior.
TWO SIMULATIONS
To compare the relative effectiveness of these two methodologies and the effects of collapsing procedure on the various accuracy indices, we conducted two com puter simulations. Specifically, we sought to (a) com pare statistical bias inherent in H' with the area measures computed from collapsing procedures (i.e., determine if each familiarity estimate is, on average, equa to the true level of familiarity) and (b) measure the relative efficiency and consistency of estimates derived from the collapsed measures.
Simulation 1: Statistical Bias of the Estimator
The first simulation directly compared H', collapsed d', collapsed A', and collapsed Az to determine if eac estimator was statistically unbiased. As a baseline com parison, performance of the alternative indices wer compared with raw recognition scores (unadjusted hit rates). Because H' and A' are computed from single pair of h andf, a direct comparison required that we compute Az and d' based on single pairs. Method. The simulated data were generated assuming that each subject saw 48 ads and then was confronte with a test portfolio containing the original 48 ads an 48 new ads to which the simulated subject had not been exposed. The distractor ads were assumed normally dis tributed along the familiarity continuum with mean zero and unit variance. The 48 original ads were assigned fa miliarity means that increased from .0625 to 3.0 in 4 increments of .0625. The variance for each of the orig inal ads was unity.
Four groups of 250 simulated subjects were constructed, each group employing a different decisiona criterion. The criteria along the familiarity continuum for reporting recognition of the ad were set at -.4, 0, .4, and .8. Therefore, the group with the -.4 criterion was most biased toward yeasaying whereas the group with the .8 criterion would be most biased towards naysaying.
Subjects within each group were assumed to act on a personal decisional criterion, the variance of which was set at .2. Figure 1 present the results of the simulation. Each panel displays the memory performance of the 48 ads, each ad displayed according to the four decisional criterion groups and plotted as a function of its respective true ad familiarity.
Results. The various panels in
As a baseline comparison, Panel A shows the performance of the 48 ads in the four decisional criterion groups as measured by their uncorrected hit rates. As can be seen, the values rise in a clear monotonic manner as a function of the ads' true familiarity levels, as would be expected from the definition of hit rates. However, the inadequacies inherent in the index can be seen from the clear separation of ads by decisional criteria. The most liberal decisional criterion group (-.4), those respondents that would display the greatest amount of yeasaying, appear at the top of the graph, and the more conservative criterion groups are arranged in a predictable fashion below. In particular, note the many instances in which ads with the same hit rate originate from different levels of underlying familiarity.
A much different situation is presented in Panel B, which presents A'. This measure does a reasonable job of purging the various criterion groups of their decisional bias. The measure does show signs of statistical bias, however, when the true level of ad memorability exceeds 1.0. At mean levels above 1.0, the four groups begin to separate, thus implying that A' confounds decisional bias and memory accuracy, though in a manner opposite to the raw, uncorrected hit rate. Essentially, A' over-corrects the raw hit rate. As we discuss subsequently, marketing researchers should exercise caution when applying A' in situations in which strong levels of familiarity are likely. Panel C shows the simulation results for d'. The four different response-bias groups are not consistently separated, which implies that d' measures ad memorability unconfounded with response bias.
At higher levels of ad memorability d' becomes more variable, though in comparison with A', d' exhibits much less variability, and this variability is not systematically related to yeasaying/naysaying as is the case with A'.
Note that d' is not defined when hit rate is 1.0 and thus must be treated as missing data. As a result, much of the increasing variability of d' displayed in Panel C is a direct result of simulated performance occasionally becoming perfect. Similar problems are evident in the pat- Panel E presents memory performance for collapsed Az. In contrast to H' and the uncorrected hit rate, Az clearly and consistently separates decision bias from memory sensitivity. Moreover, in contrast to A', A, maintains its validity even at high levels of true ad familiarity. These results are reinforced by correlation coefficients, displayed in Table 1 , computed between true ad familiarity and the five competing measures. Note that Az correlates best with actual ad familiarity, calculated separately for the four groups and when pooled across those groups. Also note that correlations for the other four measures are lower but ordered in a fashion that would be predicted from data in Figure 1: d' performs better than A' and the uncorrected hit rate, which in turn outperforms Hc.
Simulation 2: The Consistency and Efficiency of Collapsed Estimators Macmillan and Kaplan (1985) argue that one of the most important precautions in using collapsed measures is to avoid aggregating data across subjects with different response criteria. If considerable variability is present, subjects should be clustered into subgroups with similar bias, and averages computed across those subgroups (Crowder 1982) . In single observation designs, it is difficult to determine the underlying bias of individual respondents, thereby precluding aggregating across subgroups. Therefore, the second simulation has two goals. First, though Az clearly represents the best measure when examined in terms of statistical bias, a remaining concern is the possible impact of criterion variability on the statistical consistency and efficiency of the various indices. Second, because the collapsed measures pool data across a group of respondents, what is the impact on the resulting index if each of those respondents adopts a different response criterion?
Method. The general approach of the second simulation is similar to that of the first. Probability density functions corresponding to target and distractor distributions were constructed such that the distractor distribution was assigned a mean of zero, and the target distribution was assigned one of three different mean values, .5, 1.5, and 3.0. Variances for both distributions were set at unity. The goal of the second simulation was to assess the various estimators in the face of individual subject criterion variability. To accomplish this, an overall decisional criterion was set at .3, and five levels of variability around that criterion were modeled ranging from a low of 0 to a high of .8 (0, .2, .4, .6, .8).
Because statistical consistency is defined as a reduction in bias with increasing sample size, six different sample sizes were defined (n = 50, 75, 100, 150, 200, 400) . This resulted in a 6 x 5 x 3 factorial design with the six sample sizes, five levels of criterion variance, and three levels of true d'. Efficiency was assessed by computing the root mean square error of the various col- Az represents a transformation of d' in the case of one h andf pair, in a sense d' is dominated by Az, and it is not necessary to analyze both measures. In addition, because the value of H' depends on the specific distribution of hits and false alarms across individuals, we could not produce a "true" value for the measure without producing "true" values for each subjects' responses. Furthermore, because HC behaved so poorly in the first simulation, it seemed pointless to test it for consistency.
Results. The results of the simulation are displayed in Table 2 , which shows root mean square error for each level of the 6 x 5 x 3 design. Because the upper level of true underlying familiarity was set at 3.0, there is some distortion in the tabled values due to a ceiling effect. For example, when familiarity is set at 3.0, a large number of simulated experiments result in hit rates of 100%, thus precluding the calculation of Az. Though an underlying d' of 3.0 is artificially high, nevertheless, this value was chosen to highlight the impact of high levels of familiarity on the indices. The implication of this for our analysis is that the present simulation presents a worst-performance scenario for Az.
An examination of the tabled values suggests several conclusions. First, the second simulation closely parallels the findings of the first: Error scores for Az suggest that it can be estimated quite accurately, even at high levels of true memorability. In contrast, the A' error increases as the true level of memorability increases from .5 to 1.0 and is clearly evident as underlying memory reaches 3.0. Second, error for both indices steadily diminishes as the sample size increases from 50 to 400, suggesting that both A, and A' appear to be relatively consistent. To support this observation, an analysis of variance was conducted on the underlying bias scores (signed deviations) used to compute the root mean square error in Table 2 . Statistical consistency should be revealed through a main effect for sample size and a lack of significant interactions between sample size and the other factors in the model. The ANOVA reveals just such a pattern: The analysis of the Az scores revealed a significant main effect for sample size, F5, 2231 = 5.16, p < .0001, and the analysis of the A' estimates showed a similar significant main effect, F5, 2610 = 2.74, p < .02. In both cases the average bias in the estimates decreased as the sample increased. Likewise, no significant higherorder interactions involving sample size were found for either Az or A'. Finally, an examination of the values in Table 2 suggests that, though the mean square error is lower for A' than for Az when the mean is .5, within the parameters of the present simulation, Az appears to be the more efficient of the two estimates. In summary, the second simulation clearly suggests that Az appears to be a relatively unbiased, consistent, and efficient estimator. In contrast, though A' performed in a relatively consistent manner, it does appear to be less efficient. Moreover, the second simulation also confirms that A' displays considerable statistical bias at higher levels of true memorability.
The second objective of the simulation was to determine the impact of variable subject criteria on the indices. Subject criterion variance does not appear to have much of an impact on statistical efficiency, as seen in Table 2 . The ANOVA conducted on bias scores from individual simulations does reveal that increasing subject criterion variance leads to increasing negative bias for both Az and A'. As already noted, however, because sample size does not interact with criterion variance, this would not seem to present a major problem. To the extent that this is a concern, an obvious solution is to use larger sample sizes. 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
We tested the statistical bias, consistency, and efficiency of four different SDT sensitivity measures: a corrected-hit probability measure suggested by Singh and Churchill (1986) , the traditional d' statistic, and two nonparametric measures collected from a collapsed-data procedure suggested by Macmillan and Kaplan (1985) . Though the Az measure represents the most appropriate statistic for SDT analyses of ad recognition data, researchers may wish to rely on the computationally simpler A'. As was evident from the first simulation, however, one should use caution in employing the measure when the true level of ad familiarity is suspected to be quite high (d's greater than 1.0). This corresponds to an A' score in the range of 60% to 70%.
At this point it is important to note that the previously tested indices all have been computed from data collected from a yes/no paradigm. We have limited our considerations to this paradigm because it enables easy collection of data and it has a high level of ecological validity (e.g., consumers typically react to one ad at a time). In addition, yes/no paradigms enable the researcher the ability to directly measure response bias and to test the hypothesis that target and distractor ads have similar error variance. Though A' and the yes/no paradigm are computationally simple, if response bias is not of interest in and of itself, then ad researchers may want to consider the use of the two-alternative, forced-choice paradigm (see Tashchian, White, and Pak 1988 for a discussion). In a 2AFC paradigm, the percent-correct index of recognition performance is equivalent to Az. Some mention is necessary regarding the selection of the distractor and target ad similarity. One can imagine easily that the selection of distractor ads highly similar to the target might produce apparently low levels of recognition because the two are so similar. Likewise, one could produce an artificially high measure of recognition by ensuring that the distractors are grossly dissimilar from the target. We recommend that the distractor ads be chosen with an eye to realism. In particular, the distractors should be representative of the actual ads exposed to the target market in the target medium. In this way the separation of the target and distractor distributions will correlate most closely with the familiarity of the target ad against the kind of noisy background actually confronting the consumer as he or she queries memory.
Finally, it is important to note certain limitations with the collapsed index approach. Though this methodology should be the preferred procedure for researchers interested in estimating ad familiarity in a laboratory session, the assumptions of this procedure should be explored prior to any field applications. SDT is designed to be employed within strict bounds of experimental control in which the actual exposure history of each respondent with each target stimulus is known in advance. Without this information, it is difficult to conclusively determine whether a real ad represents signal or noise. APPENDIX 
DERIVATION OF THE ROC FOR THE BIAS-ADJUSTMENT MEASURE
A common strategy when investigating the validity of an index of memorability is to derive its ROC (e.g., Grier 1971; Swets 1986 ). By utilizing the definition of the index, one can solve for the hit rate of a specific real ad as a function of its false alarm rate.
To begin, we define y,j as the dummy variable that is set to 1 if subject i (i = 1, 2, ... N) claims to remember reading ad j (j = 1, 2, ..., n); 0 otherwise. Also, we define xik as the dummy variable that is equal to 1 when subject i claims to remember distractor ad k with k also varying from 1 to n. Note that our results do not require an equal number of real and distractor ads.
Using our notation the hit rate for ad j is simply 1 N The pooled false alarm rate is To express h j as a function of f, we could re the preceding expression as follows:
